**MASK VENDING MACHINE (MVM)**

**Specifications**

- Dimensions: 1800*900*900 mm
- Weight: 60 kg
- Mask Capacity: 500 masks
- Strong and Robust design
- Easy to install
- Plug and Pay
- One time one mask
- Payment options
  - Scan and Pay
  - Coin Acceptance
- Easy to Transport
- How does it work?
  - Scan the QR Code at MVM
  - Get Mask from Slot at MVM
- 12 Month warranty

**Potential Places to Install**

- Government
- Pharmacy Stores
- Hospitals
- Offices
- Companies
- Institutions

**CONTACT**

23, Suvan Business park, Nr. Keval kanta, Rakhial, Ahmedabad-380023
Email: info@endlos.in
Contact: +91 9727802087
+91 9327777854